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PROJECTS

Contact

Tech Used:- Html, Css, Javascript, Node Js.
It is a web app that analyses the mental and
psychological health conditions of user.
It provide solutions for improving mental health
conditions like meditation app, breathing app,
music app, night stories, doctor session
scheduler. Also, it keeps a track on user's activity
in each solution section.
It provides additional features like community
session scheduling and medicine donation.

SKILLS
C++

1674 Urban Estate2, Hisar,
Haryana

https://aashutosh.vercel.app/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/aa
shutosh-bansal-9128101b6/

aashutoshbansal5555@gmail.com

https://twitter.com/Aashutosh
Bansa7

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Technology(IT)

Maharaja Agrasen Institute
Of Technology

CGPA:- 8.649

CLASS XII (CBSE)

2019-Present

BMS Senior Secondary
School 2018-2019

Percentage:- 70.6

Java

Python

Front-End (HTML5, CSS3,
JAVASCRIPT, REACT JS)

Back-End (NODE JS, EXPRESS,
Firebase)

Databases (Mongo DB)

COURSES
MERN Stack Development

Java, Python

Data Structures

BeWell

YelpCamp

Tech Used:- Html, Css, Javascript, Node Js,    
 Ajax, Express Js, Mongo DB.
YelpCamp is a web app where user can explore
the campgrounds shared by other users and
comment on them. User can also share their
campgrounds and even update and delete them.
In addition to information about campground
user can also add multiple images of their
campground. There is also a map placed on each
campground according to the location shared by
the user. 
There is a world map placed on the first page
where a user can select campground according
to their area preference.

Front-End Projects

Tech Used:- Html, Css, Javascript.
Built 20+ with great UX/UI. But, just a pretty
website is WASTE of YOUR RAM, if it loads in a
millenia.
So that's why website loading speed, and its
optimizations are important to me. 

ACHIEVEMENTS
Reached top 10 in Various Hackathon.

HackTheCrisis Hackathon Finalist.

Golden Badge on Hackerrank.

Fashion-Hub

Tech Used:- React Js, Hooks, Firebase
It is a E-Commerce Website where user can
purchase any clothing stuff or accessories safely,
with their all cards acceptable.
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